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ABSTRACT
We propose a probabilisti

tion, dire tionality, speed, quality and re ruitment.
movement model for

ant-like agents foraging between two points.
are all identi al, simple, autonomous and

ontrolling

an only

ni ate indire tly through the environment.

1. INTRODUCTION

Su h agents

Ants in nature are fas inating

ommu-

These agents

reatures - not so mu h be-

ause they are parti ularly intelligent on their own, but be-

se rete two types of pheromone, one to mark trails towards

ause as a olony they display ompelling swarm intelligen e.
The

the goal and another to mark trails ba k to the starting

olle tive ee t of individuals wandering in sear h of

point. Three pheromone per eption strategies are proposed

food

(Strategy A, B and C). Agents that use strategy A per eive

the

the desirability of a neighbouring lo ation as the dieren e

behaviour of the

between levels of attra tive and repulsive pheromone in that

results in the formation of an established path between

ant hole

and a

food sour e.

This path is an emergent

olony.

We investigate

olle tions of agents modelled on ants, in-

lo ation. With strategy B, agents per eive the desirability of

vestigating strategies for e iently a hieving shortest path

a lo ation as the quotient of levels of attra tive and repulsive

formation as the resulting emergent behaviour. Su h

pheromone. Agents using strategy C determine the produ t

tive behaviour absorbs many individual agent failures and

of the levels of attra tive pheromone with the

disabilities.

levels of repulsive pheromone. We

omplement of

ondu t experiments to

only

onrm dire tionality as emergent property of trails formed
by agents that use ea h strategy. In addition, we

boli

ompare

under

form of

ommuni ation mediated by the environment).
o-exist

independently: one to mark trails towards the goal and another to mark trails ba k to the starting point. Pheromone

hanges in the environment. We also investigate ea h

levels at ea h lo ation are in reased on every agent visit.

ontain obsta-

les. Finally, we investigate how adaptive ea h strategy is

Our agents have neither

when obsta les are eventually removed from the s ene and

a priori

knowledge of their global

lo ation nor awareness of the absolute position of the goal.

nd that the best strategy of these three is strategy A. Su h

1.1 Problem statement

a strategy provides useful guidelines to resear hers in further
appli ations of swarm intelligen e metaphors for

Our agents are all identi al, autonomous and

ommuni ate through stigmergy (an indire t, non sym-

We support two types of pheromone with levels that

path formation speed and the quality of the formed path
strategy's robustness in environments that

olle -

A number of fa tors

omplex

formation o

problem solving.

an inuen e the rate at whi h path

urs, and how robust it is under

hanges in the

environment. We investigate the following:

Categories and Subject Descriptors

•

Pheromone sensitivity: we propose three strategies for
determining agent sensitivity to

1.3.2 [Computer Graphi s℄: Graphi s systems-Distributed/

o-existing pheromone

levels.

network graphi s; 1.3.6 [Computer Graphi s℄: Methodology and Te hniques-intera tion te hniques; 1.6.5 [Simulation

•

and Modeling℄: Model development

Pheromone dissipation: we evaluate the ee ts of environmental fa tors su h as pheromone evaporation and
diusion to model performan e.

Keywords

•

Robustness and adaptability: we evaluate the performan e of ea h strategy in environments

Emergent behaviour, sear h and return pheromone, dissipa-

ontaining ob-

sta les.

1.2 Overview
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The rest of the paper pro eeds as follows: In Se tion 2, we
present related work
rithms and swarm

on entrating mainly on foraging algoontrol systems. Se tion 3 presents the

algorithm and strategies that we use for
movements.

Pheromone dissipation

ontrolling agent

ontrols are also pre-

sented in this se tion. An in-depth des ription of how experiments are

9

ondu ted is presented in se tion 4 and the

Algorithm 1 Control algorithm for ant-like agents.

results a hieved thereafter are presented and dis ussed in
se tion 5. We

mode ← Sear h
while (true)
dire tion ← None
forea h lo ation L around agent
if L ontains no obsta les
RL ← return pheromone at L
S L ← sear h pheromone at L
if mode = Sear h
PL ← P (SL , RL )
else
PL ← P (RL , SL )
else
PL ← 0
hoose dire tion probabilisti ally based on PL
if mode = Sear h
deposit return pheromone
else
deposit sear h pheromone
if at goal
mode ←Return
if at starting point
mode ←Sear h

on lude the paper in se tion 6 highlighting

ontributions and future dire tions of our work.

2.

RELATED WORK
The basis for our agent's movement poli y is the various

Ant Colony Optimization algorithms that have been suggested for

ontrolling agent mobility towards a goal [3, 13,

11, 2℄. The

ommon feature of these algorithms is the se-

retion of pheromone either by the agents themselves or by
the sear h targets.

Agents are very simple, unintelligent,

identi al, autonomous and

an only

ommuni ate indire tly

via the environment.
Control models where agents use a single type of pheromone
[4, 3, 5, 6, 10℄ are

ommon. In these, pheromone is se reted

as agents forage, essentially marking trails that other agents
may follow. In other
pheromone that

ases, the sear h target itself se retes

an be used to

reate an orientation gradi-

ent [6, 5℄. Return journeys, if required, make use of other

ad ho

me hanisms. [4℄ proposes a model where agents re -

ognize their return dire tion by the height and angle of the
sun. However, this would require agents to have some memory for re ording the path followed.
Multiple pheromone gradients an also be reated. A good
example is in the work of [1℄ on nanorobots
te hniques where the

an er

ommuni ation

ell targets se rete

pheromone while obsta les se rete

fear

attra tion

pheromone.

periment variable in this study.

Work

amongst agents o

of [9℄ suggests two pheromones used as signals that alert

We also assume a dynami

Su h indi ators would allow agents to either exhaustively

levels

sear h for the goal or wait until the goal is introdu ed again.
mone laying model with agents that neither have global information nor look ahead apabilities. Existing two pheromone
laying models dier in that they require global visibility of

bouring lo ations

amount of desired pheromone levels to be se reted thereafter

from a

move towards lo ations with high levels of sear h pheromone

In addi-

while simultaneously being repelled by return pheromone.

hange their state and behavioural

However, this tropism is reversed when the agent rea hes its

ellular automa-

goal, and needs to return to the starting point. Returning

an

agents se rete sear h pheromone resulting in the formation

pheromone that is used to update the

of trails whi h guide sear hing agents towards the goal.

environment.

We propose three strategies with whi h agents per eive

Various strategies with whi h agents per eive the desir-

the desirability of a neighbouring lo ation based on the rel-

o-existing phero-

ative levels of

an be suggested. We propose, investigate and

although they are inspired by related work in [8, 10℄.

N

and assume a

apabilities of ants in nature.

Our agents are simulated as moving at a

Let

be the set of rea hable neighbouring lo ations, where the

parameters

τn

and

ηn

respe tively stand for the levels of

attra tive and repulsive pheromone at neighbouring lo a-

onstant speed, se-

n ∈ N . The desirability Pn ,
n ∈ N an be expressed as:

tion

reting the same amount of pheromone and exe uting the
same routine.

ase, these

The expressions we present below are of our own making

foraging ants simulator 

model that is motivated by

In ea h

pheromone, while penalizing high quantities of the other.

MOBILE AGENT MODEL
We developed a 

o-existing pheromone.

strategies are su h that agents favour high quantities of one

evaluate the performan e of three of these.

3.

urrent lo ation resulting

turning agents towards the starting point. They are likely to

ea h dis rete lo ation of the spa e is not inuen ed by the

mone levels

essing some parts of the environment). Upon de-

in the formation of return pheromone trails whi h lead re-

However, the desirability of

ability of lo ations and their sensitivity to

onsider a lo ation to be rea hable

se rete return pheromone at their

The model we suggest works on a 2D square spa e sim-

only se rete spe i

We

ployment all agents are in the default sear h mode. They

tation [11℄.

tion models [8℄. Instead, ea h agent is autonomous and

L.

when it is free from obsta les (obje ts that prevent agents

laying models use look-ahead me hanisms for agents orien-

tenden y after every update as suggested in

ontrolling the movements of

turn (RL ) and sear h (SL ) pheromone in rea hable neigh-

(zero to MAX_PHEROMONE) [12℄. Other two pheromone

tion, our agents do not

The routine that we use for

de ides its next destination based on the levels of both re-

riti al when agents

sele t the next lo ation to visit and when de iding on the

desirability of any of its neighbouring lo ations.

3.1 Agent movement controls
our ant-like agents is as shown in Algorithm 1. Ea h agent

where the targets are, and determine agent's distan e from

ellular automaton.

environment where pheromone

hange in every agent movement step due to evapora-

tion and diusion.

We investigate agent movement ontrols using a two phero-

ilar to a

oordination

tera tion of agents with the pheromone in the environment.

agents about the availability of a goal in the environment.

the desired goal [12℄. Su h distan e is

No expli it

urs. All behaviour results from the in-

Variation of agents speed was not an ex-
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of a neighbouring lo ation

strategy A: The dieren e between levels of attra -

tive and repulsive pheromone relative to the smallest
level as shown in (2).

„

←

QA,n

τn
P

−

„

«

ηn
P

ηk
1−λ
← λ (QA,n − PA,min ) +
kN k

PA,n

k∈N

τk

«

kǫN

(1)

(2)

strategy B: The quotient of levels of attra tive and

repulsive pheromone as shown in (3).

0“

PB,n ← λ @ “

P τn

k∈N τk

P ηn

kǫN ηk

”1

”A+

1−λ
kN k

(3)
Figure 1: Simulation Environment

strategy C: The produ t of levels of attra tive with

the

omplement of levels of repulsive pheromone as

diused from neighbouring lo ations. Our model supports

shown in (4).

PC,n ← λ
In all

„

diusion towards lo ations with lower pheromone levels.

τn
P

k∈N

τk

«„

kN k refers to the
N and λ ∈ [0, 1] is

1− P

kǫN

ases,

ements) of

ηn
ηk

«

1−λ
+
kN k

(4)

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We

vestigating the e ien y and robustness of ea h pheromone

the degree of randomness.

per eption strategy. The rst experiment investigates dire -

Pheromone levels are initialized to a very small

δ = 0.00001

tionality as emergent property of laid pheromone trails. The

to avoid any divisions by zero.

se ond experiment measures the relative performan e (path

On e the desirability measures for all the rea hable neighbouring lo ations

PL,n

ondu t three simulation experiments aimed at in-

ardinality (number of el-

formation speed and the quality of the path formed) of the

have been determined, these mea-

three pheromone per eption strategies des ribed in se tion

sures are expressed as end to end intervals. Highly desirable

3.1.

neighbouring lo ations will

ea h pheromone per eption strategy in environments that

orrespond to bigger intervals.

A point is randomly sele ted and the interval into whi h it
falls

onsist of obsta les.

orresponds to the agent's next destination.

4.1 Directionality

Initially agents dis over the goal by random guess (strategy D), having

reated return trails.

Finally we assess the robustness and adaptability of

On the return trip

In this rst experiment, we preset a path along the line

they follow return trails, se reting sear h pheromone whi h

segment that joins the goal and the starting point. Sear h

guides other agents towards the goal. Both sear h and re-

pheromone in lo ations along this line in reases linearly from

turn pheromone trails form,

the goal to the starting point. Return pheromone in reases

reating gradients towards the

goal and the starting point respe tively. Shorter trails are

from the starting point towards the goal.

reinfor ed more often than longer trails [4, 3℄ making them

agents in ea h mode are su

highly desirable. On e the shortest path is slightly more at-

path by pla ing them at positions

tra tive, it is likely to get stronger still due to mass re ruit-

frequen y with whi h ea h agent orients towards the desired

ment.

target when it interse ts the path is re orded. An agent is

Adding environmental features su h as pheromone

evaporation would dissipate the weak trails while diusion

lassied as lost when it

reinfor es and widens the shortest path.

the path.

lose to the path.

The

rosses over or retreats away from

ases, pheromone dissipation and further

agent se retions are initially disabled.

3.2 Pheromone dissipation controls
Our agents forage in an environment

In all

Ten thousand

essively re ruited into the formed

4.2 Path formation

onsisting of the

starting point, the goal and pheromone trails. The goal and

In the se ond experiment, we assess the performan e of

the starting point are pla ed at xed lo ations as depi ted

ea h pheromone per eption strategy.

in Figure 1.

parti ular interest:

Two metri s are of

Pheromone dissipation is applied through evaporation and
diusion.

Pheromone diusion reinfor es levels in neigh-

bouring lo ations while evaporation redu e levels at the

Speed: This measures the inuen e of both attra tive and

ur-

repulsive pheromone.

rent lo ation. We use Algorithm 2 to ee t pheromone dissipation. The parameters

ρ ∈ [0, 1]

γ ∈ [0, 1]

We measure time in the sim-

ulation using the number of iterations exe uted.

To

respe tively

measure path formation speed, we rstly determine

In ea h movement step, both return and sear h pheromone

arrives at the goal. The model speed towards the goal

levels on all lo ations of the environment are updated. There

is then determined using the iteration gap between the

and

indi ate evaporation and diusion

the number of iterations exe uted until the rst agent

oe ients.

are two reasons why pheromone levels may de rease: either

rst agent's arrival time until ten more agents arrive

be ause pheromone has been evaporated or it has been dif-

at the goal.

ause model

onvergen e.

We also

urrently

re ord the iterations exe uted from the time when the

an also be in reased by pheromone

goal is rst dis overed until the time when the rst

an in rease as a result of se retions from agents
visiting that lo ation. It

From observation, ten agents are su-

iently many to

fused to neighbouring lo ations. However pheromone levels
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Algorithm 2 Pheromone update rules.

forea h lo ation L in environment
forea h pheromone at L
PL,i ←pheromone levels at L in iteration i
S L,i ←se reted pheromone levels at L in iteration i
forea h neighbour n around L
if P n,i > PL,i then
Dn,i ← γPn,i (pheromone diffused from neighbour n in iteration i)
else
Dn,i ← 0
P
PL,i+1 ← (1 − γ)(1 − ρ).PL,i + n Dn,i + SL,i
Metri

agent return ba k to the starting point. The time gap

Measure

between this measure until ten more agents return to

Dire tionality

Agent orientation on re ruitment

the starting point indi ates the model's return speed.

Path formation speed

Sensitivity to pheromone levels

Smaller measures in both dire tions indi ate few it-

Path quality

Path following behaviour

Robustness

Path formation with obsta les

adaptability

Re-organization speed

erations before the target is found,

orresponding to

better performan e.
Quality: This indi ates the tenden y of agents to follow

Table 1: List of measured metri s

the path, as opposed to rea hing the goal by random
guess. We measure trail quality using the number of
su

fairly quality path is rapidly formed in an environment with

essful trips of agents towards the target in a set

time period, in this

obsta les.

ase 1000 iterations. The higher

On the other hand, adaptability refers to a situation where

the quality of the path, (the greater the number of
agents whi h found the target) the shorter it is. We

an even shorter path

also measure this metri

of the obsta les are removed from an environment where a

su

using the intervals between

an be re-established after one or all

path has already formed. We measure adaptability using the

essive agents arriving at the target. Shorter inter-

frequen y with whi h agents pass through the lo ation where

vals indi ate the use of a well dened path.

an obsta le was pla ed. These frequen ies indi ate the speed
For ea h test, ten simulations are

ondu ted. The time val-

with whi h the model re-organizes and high frequen ies are

ues (measured in iterations) are averaged over the results of
all ten simulations, giving a
whi h the two metri s are

• λ, whi

desirable.

entrally pla ed time value upon

We present in Table 1 , the ve metri s that we measure

al ulated. For the parameters:

for ea h of the three strategies.

h determines the degree of randomness [7℄ is as-

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

signed the following values: 1 (only pheromone ee ts)
, 0.5 (a

ombination of both pheromone and random

5.1 Directionality

wandering ee ts) and 0 ( omplete random wandering)

•

evaporation
ration),

oe ients used are:

ρ = 0.01%

Table 2 presents the results a hieved from the experi-

ρ = 0.0%, (no evapo-

(de ay of pheromone

ment testing agent orientation on re ruitment (experiment

on entration

1). The values indi ate the number of agents that a hieved

by 0.01% in ea h movement step due to evaporation),

ρ = 0.05%, ρ = 0.1%
•

diusion
sion),

and

oe ients used are:

γ = 0.01%

ea h possible out ome when ten thousand agents were re-

ρ = 1%.

ruited into an already established path.

γ = 0.0%

(de ay of pheromone

(no diu-

Agents that use strategy A a hieve desired orientation on

on entration

interse ting with the set path. Table 2 indi ates that 95% of
agents in sear h mode su

by 0.01% in ea h movement step due to diusion towards neighbouring lo ations),γ
and

= 0.05%,γ = 0.1%

the goal.

γ = 1%.

essfully orient themselves toward

Of these, 99% manage to follow the path until

they rea h the goal.

Of the agents that started heading

toward the starting point, 66% eventually redire ted them-

4.3 Robustness and adaptability

selves towards the goal. Only 36% of lost agents wandered

The third experiment investigates ea h strategy's robust-

into the goal.

ness and adaptability. We measure robustness by investigat-

Overall 97% of agents in sear h mode su -

essfully found the goal. Returning agents exhibit identi al

ing path formation speed and path quality in environments

behaviour.

that onsist of obsta les. We progressively in rease our s ene

Similarly, agents that use strategy B a hieved desired ori-

omplexity by introdu ing these obsta les one at a time to

entation, although performan e is lower than that for strat-

eventually rea h the s enario depi ted in Figure 1.

These

egy A. We observe that 88% of sear hing agents initially

obsta les are pla ed at random positions between the goal

a hieve desired orientation, with 90% of these following the

and the starting point. Path formation speed and path qual-

path until they rea h the goal. A larger proportion of agents

ity are then measured in the same way they are measured

fail to rea h the target after starting o in the

when agents forage in environments that are free from ob-

re tion. Contrary to strategy A, performan e of returning

sta les (see se tion 4.2). We say a strategy is robust when a

agents is signi antly lower than that of sear hing agents.
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orre t di-

A

B

Goal Nest Lost

Sear hing
Got to target
Returning
Got to target

C

Goal Nest Lost

Goal Nest Lost

9508 ± 110

331 ± 39

161 ± 19

8826 ± 184

923 ± 232

251 ± 32

1911 ± 843

1101 ± 428

9441 ± 93

219 ± 18

59 ± 11

7956 ± 193

491 ± 53

79 ± 11

101 ± 41

129 ± 38

6988 ± 771
379 ± 119

302 ± 19

9577 ± 83

121 ± 17

786 ± 183

7991 ± 149

1223 ± 121

1219 ± 511

1304 ± 392

7477 ± 649

207 ± 35

9499 ± 97

49 ± 9

547 ± 131

7033 ± 162

844 ± 101

211 ± 78

183 ± 69

411 ± 167

Table 2: Agent orientation on re ruitment

P1
P8
P7

attr:1.0000

P2

rep:1.0000

attr:1.0000
rep:2.0000

attr:1.0000

Agent

rep:8.0000
attr:1.0000

P6

rep:7.0000

P4

attr:1.0000
rep:6.0000

attr1.0000

likely to

rep:3.0000

do, will be more likely to fall o the path.

attr:1.0000

tion, this strategy does not tail o to zero, allowing

P3

P5

orre tly orient themselves, and even if they

rep:4.0000

even unlikely

attr:1.0000

sele ted - hen e more

rep:5.0000

strategy B performs worse than strategy A.

Table 3: Example layout of attra tive and repulsive

•

pheromone levels at ea h neighbouring lo ation.

In addi-

ases to have some possibility of being
han e of random wander. Thus

In strategy C, agents are weakly sensitive to pheromone
levels when repulsive pheromone is higher than attra tive as indi ated by the shallow gradient of the
line segment in Figure 2a.

Numbers of lost agents are mu h higher on the return trip,
indi ating agents that do not rea t to the path.

as strategy B. The simulations indi ate that the dire -

in sear h mode and 13% of agents deployed in return mode

tional performan e of this strategy is indistinguishable

using strategy C a hieved the desired orientation on inter-

from a random sele tion of any one of the eight neigh-

se ting the path. Of these, 5% and 14% respe tively follow

bouring lo ations.

the path until they rea h the target. Re-orientation of inisu

ases where attra tive

ple in Figure 2b) the example returns the same gures

Unlike strategies A and B, only 19% of agents deployed

tially disoriented agents o

In

pheromone levels are high (as in the return trip exam-

urs with only an 11% level of

5.2 Path formation

ess for agents in sear h mode and 17% for agents in

Table 4 presents simulation results investigating path for-

return mode.

mation speed and quality. Values measured when pheromone

Summary

dissipation and random wandering are ignored serve as referen e levels. We assess the ee ts of pheromone dissipation

Agents using strategies A and B a hieve desired orienta-

and

tion and exhibit path following behaviour. However agent's
sensitivity to attra tive and repulsive pheromone diers between the two strategies. Strategy A penalizes pheromone
levels in lo ation

PL,min

= 0.00001).

λ

by

omparing results to these

5.2.1 Path formation speed

and assign to that lo ation, the

minimum possible desirability level (δ

hanges in values of

ases.

In the referen e

On the

ase for strategy A, the rst ten agents

entuates desirability levels to-

dis over the goal in an average of 777 iterations with a stan-

wards lo ations where attra tive and repulsive pheromone

dard deviation of 25 iterations. Return trips are mu h faster

ratios are good in favour of attra tive pheromone levels. As

(439 iterations with standard deviation of 14 iterations) be-

other hand, strategy B a

eviden e,

ause return trails are formed when agents are still sear hing

onsider a s enario in Table 3 depi ting an agent

for the goal. These return trails give dire tional

and the pheromone levels at ea h of its eight neighbours.

sults with parameters

bottom index represents repulsive pheromone at that lo ation.

Figure 2a

lues as to

where the starting point is. This strategy a hieves best re-

The top index represents attra tive pheromone while the

λ = 1, ρ = 0.0%

and

γ = 0.05%.

Low levels of evaporation eliminate suboptimal trails be-

ompares the desirability of ea h of these

lo ations as they are per eived by agents in sear h mode

fore they inuen e agent's movement. However as evapora-

using ea h strategy.

tion in reases further, speed drops again.

Conversely, Figure 2b

ompares the

the same lo ations. From this example we

This is be ause

high evaporation levels deplete trails before they are used.

per eption of agents in return mode to the desirability of

Cases where sear h trips are faster than return trips

an see that:

be attributed to the sear hing agents being

•

Strategy A is

ployed, se reting repulsive return pheromone whi h speeds

onsistent. Levels of attra tive and re-

up agents exploration away from the starting point.

pulsive pheromone bear the same ee ts to both sear h-

In-

reased diusion further speeds them on their outward jour-

ing and returning agents. Consequently the absolute
gradients of the

an

entrally de-

ney.

urves plotted in Figures 2a and 2b

Returning agents do not

are equal.

ommen e their return journey

at the same time. This results in an ination in the values

•

Dire tionality is weak in

reported for return speed, sin e some agents may have re-

lo ations where repulsive pheromone is higher than at-

turned before others have even found the goal for the rst

tra tive pheromone as eviden ed by the atter gradi-

time.

ent observed in Figure 2a. Agents that are re ruited

ferent time intervals in lude the la k of sear h pheromone

Strategy B is in onsistent.

Additional ee ts of agents leaving the goal at dif-

near the starting point (where repulsive pheromone is

around the goal, whi h would repel agents, and depletion of

likely to be higher than attra tive pheromone) are less

trails due to evaporation.
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Diusion ↓
0.0%

0.01%

0.05%

0.1%

1.0%

Evaporation →
λ = 1.

Speed towards goal
Speed on return trip
Quality towards goal
Quality on return trip
Speed towards goal
Speed on return trip
Quality towards goal
Quality on return trip
Speed towards goal
Speed on return trip
Quality towards goal
Quality on return trip
Speed towards goal
Speed on return trip
Quality towards goal
Quality on return trip
Speed towards goal
Speed on return trip
Quality towards goal
Quality on return trip
λ = 1.
2

0.0%

0.01%

0.05%

0.1%

1.0%

Speed towards goal
Speed on return trip
Quality towards goal
Quality on return trip
Speed towards goal
Speed on return trip
Quality towards goal
Quality on return trip
Speed towards goal
Speed on return trip
Quality towards goal
Quality on return trip
Speed towards goal
Speed on return trip
Quality towards goal
Quality on return trip
Speed towards goal
Speed on return trip
Quality towards goal
Quality on return trip
λ = 0.

0.0%

Speed towards goal
Speed on return trip
Quality towards goal
Quality on return trip

A

0.0%
B

C

A

777

689

2568

439

402

35

16

39

21

366
334
40
46
326
321
69
73
321
438
76
53
290
717
30
14
A
437
494
20
11
561
768
23
13
444
752
20
11
484
700
31
16
306
863
13
10
A
1939
1793
5
5

557
517
23
20
545
804
17
12
600
884
32
13
2335
3035
2
1
B
610
1206
16
8
598
932
20
12
513
1331
17
8
638
624
19
12
728
930
14
13
B
1939
1793
5
5

0.01%

0.05%

B

C

A

407

489

3560

320

429

-

442

857

-

458

904

4

31

21

6

30

23

35

15

1

33

10

362
373
38
51
319
523
51
37
310
581
71
43
423
655
23
17
A
549
428
25
17
605
843
20
11
399
711
31
15
206
561
37
16
516
1023
13
10

397
837
27
15
390
803
20
11
483
867
24
10
1344
1881
6
2
B
585
1117
13
8
704
648
19
11
772
1239
16
5
594
969
14
10
625
1069
13
9

3
6
3
3
1
6
1
C
-

327
411
35
35
293
441
54
56
311
50-2
68
52
624
613
28
23
A
306
650
33
14
324
700
20
13
283
738
30
17
325
514
29
15
757
1560
10
7

338
820
21
46
324
744
24
11
514
733
11
12
740
1150
11
7
B
522
778
19
13
468
904
25
12
478
580
19
14
824
993
18
10
1796
2996
6
3

2
3764
5
2
2496
3
2
1113
9
2
C
C
1939
1793
5
5

B

C
C
-

A

0.1%
B

229

491

666

962

27

21

20

13

359
600
29
33
375
762
42
25
309
473
51
53
656
803
25
19
A
420
580
25
16
314
638
25
14
443
752
22
11
322
697
27
15
333
887
15
10

574
849
19
12
680
784
18
13
575
727
24
17
1107
1389
8
6
B
353
476
25
16
710
1291
12
8
387
502
24
16
789
1099
16
5
551
1212
15
7

C
C
-

A

B

436

495

1254

965

24

15

8

12

386
732
26
14
377
1271
19
6
335
987
26
10
375
448
51
43
A
395
666
23
15
594
695
26
12
223
538
37
17
424
484
35
19
318
792
14
11

491
891
26
14
552
844
13
11
522
623
26
19
796
1893
14
6
B
705
1096
11
9
567
805
26
15
370
454
29
28
808
927
18
14
533
1434
12
7

Table 4: Path formation speed and path quality re ords using ea h strategy.
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1%

C
C
-

(a) Sear hing agent

(b) Returning agent

Figure 2: Agent's per eption of the desirability of lo ations in Table 3

We observe that diusion improves model speed. This is

pheromone whi h further de reases their dire tional sensi-

be ause when diused:

tivity and be ome trapped. Any other agent that visits this
lo ation is also trapped.

•

repulsive pheromone speeds up exploration away from

Summary

the starting point, and

Agents that use strategy A symmetri ally per eive pheromone

•

attra tive pheromone

reates a gradient towards the

levels with equal importan e regardless of their internal state

goal.

or the time in simulation. However, late in simulation time,
the levels of diusing pheromone may ex eed what agents

However high diusion

auses pheromone to

an se rete

over the entire

ausing agents to randomly wander. Agents that

use strategy B perform best with high pheromone dissipa-

area evenly reverting agents to random wandering. This is
be ause, later in simulation time, the diusion pro ess de-

tion and some degree of randomness. Strategy C is worse

s ribed in Algorithm 2 allows diusion of more pheromone

than a random guess.

levels than an agent

an se rete, resulting in paths being

5.2.2 Quality of path

overwritten. Combining the ee ts of both evaporation and
diusion is more desirable be ause in addition to reinfor e-

Measurements of path quality are also presented in Table

ment through agent se retion, trails are strengthened and

4. The values indi ate the number of trips a hieved within a

widened by diusion while long and suboptimal trails get

period of 1000 iterations. Larger values

weaker still due to evaporation.

dened paths.

Changes in values of the parameter
model ex ept when evaporation

λ

slows down the

oe ients are high.

reason for this is that an in rease in randomness (λ

In the referen e

The

< 1)

trips and

in

towards the starting point when agents are still sear hing for

an derail agents.

In the referen e

35 ± 4

better quality be ause a gradient of return pheromone forms

orners. However, when evaporation is low, in reasing

randomness

ase for strategy A, an average of

trips are respe tively a hieved to and from

the goal. As with path formation speed, return trails are of

agents' movements straightens paths when agents randomly
ut

39 ± 5

orrespond to better

the goal. This strategy a hieves best results with the same

ase for strategy B, the rst ten agents

parameter values with whi h the best path formation speed

dis over the goal in an average of 689 iterations with a stan-

is a hieved. With these parameters, strategy A a hieves 92%

dard deviation of 72 iterations. These results are

improvement in path quality

with data presented in Figure 2,

onsistent

onrming that the model

ompared to the referen e

ase.

We observe similar trends in strategy B where the best

is good during exploration stages. Late in simulation time,

path quality results are a hieved with the same parameter

high evaporation gradually en ourages the establishment of

values with whi h the best path formation speed is a hieved.

the shortest path with

onstant levels of both attra tive and

Path quality degrades late in simulation time due to drops in

repulsive pheromone.

Diusion maintains the smoothness

agents sensitivity to repulsive pheromone that reverts agents

and widen the remaining trails while some degree of ran1
domness( λ = 2 ) helps to ounter trail depletion.
Observation of the simulation reveals agents that use strategy C as su
ery.

to random wandering.

A and B. The path formed by agents that use strategy A
indi ates that agents follow the path while the one formed

essfully a hieving exploration and goal dis ov-

However agents orientation is poor.

Figure 3a illustrates the trends in

arrival times for typi al sample paths produ ed by strategies

by agents using strategy B dissipates.

We have shown

When path formation is a hieved through pheromone dis-

in se tion 5.1 that agents using this strategy are less senIf they remain at a single

sipation, agents using strategy C may nd their targets.

spot for any length of time they se rete additional repulsive

Agents that use this strategy have a high tenden y of not

sitive to repulsive pheromone.
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(a) A

omparison of strategies A and B

(b) strategy C and random guess (strategy D)

Figure 3: Quality measure using intervals of su

No obsta les

One obsta le

Two obsta les

essive arrival

A

B

C

D

Speed towards goal

326

370

1113

1939

parameter values

Speed on return trip

321

454

0

1793

whi h the best results were a hieved in the previous experiments. Sear h speed drops as obsta les are introdu ed be-

With strategy A, path formation is a hievable with the

λ = 1, ρ = 0.0%

and

γ = 0.05%

with

Quality towards goal

69

29

9

5

Quality on return trip

73

28

2

5

Speed towards goal

583

2496

0

0

ration paths around the obsta les.

Speed on return trip

802

2297

0

0

slower be ause return pheromone, whi h should guide agents

Quality towards goal

20

7

0

3

ba k to the starting point,

Quality on return trip

33

5

0

3

on entrated lo ations near the starting point through ob-

ause agents are delayed when they are negotiating exploReturn trips are mu h

annot be diused from highly

Speed towards goal

590

3269

0

0

sta les to lo ations that are on the other side of the ob-

Speed on return trip

960

3839

0

0

sta les (near the goal). When the rst few agents dis over

Quality towards goal

17

4

0

1

the goal return trails

Quality on return trip

11

5

0

1

be ause they have only been formed from pheromone se-

lose to the goal are still very weak

reted by these few agents. Later in simulation time, a path
Table 5: Robust and fault toleran e test

negotiated around the obsta le emerges depi ting the s enario illustrated in Figure 4a and 4b .

Pheromone dissi-

pation through evaporation helps to eliminate suboptimal
getting to the desired target. For this reason, the quality of

trails while diusion straightens and widens the emergent

the path is low. In addition, high diusion depletes the path

path.

when pheromone eventually
3b

overs the entire area. Figure

Strategy B a hieves path formation slowly.

ompares the trends in arrival times for typi al sample

The quality

of the formed path is poor. The reason why the results are

paths produ ed by strategy C and random guess. It is in-

poor is that the repulsive ee ts of return pheromone drops

di ated in Table 4 that the quality of the path formed by

and agents revert to random wandering before the target

agents that use strategy C in the referen e

is found. High pheromone dissipation is detrimental as the

ase is lower than

the path formed by agents that use random guess. The rea-

path length in reases.

son is that, without pheromone dissipation, agents that use
strategy C

We established earlier in se tion 5.2.1 that strategy C

annot follow path and are trapped on subopti-

an

not a hieve reliable path formation. It is worse still in an

mal solutions before they rea h their targets.

environment

ontaining obsta les.

The strategy performs

worse than a random guess (strategy D) as shown in Table

Summary

5.

We observe that the parameter values with whi h ea h strategy a hieves best path formation speed are the same param-

Summary

eter values with whi h it a hieves best path quality results.

Strategy A satises our

riteria for a robust and adaptive

model. Rapid formation of a high quality path is a hieved

5.3 Robustness and adaptability

in an environment

The robustness measures for ea h pheromone per eption

C do not meet the

strategy are presented in Table 5. The parameter values for

onsisting of obsta les. Strategies B and
riteria of robust models.

After path

formation with agents that use strategy A, an even shorter

whi h the best results were a hieved in the previous experi-

path is established after obsta les are removed from the en-

ments (see se tion 5.2) are used. A strategy is robust when a

vironment as eviden e of the strategy's adaptability. Agents

quality path

that use strategy B improve in performan e immediately af-

an rapidly form in an environment

onsisting

of obsta les.

ter obsta les are removed.
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(a) Path formation with one obsta le

(b) Path formation with two obsta les

Figure 4: Path formation in environments with obsta les

6.

CONCLUSION

[2℄ Andrew Colin. Ant

olony algorithms: Solving

ling ant-like agents based on the use of two pheromones.

Dr. Dobb's Journal
(www.ddj. om/dept/ai/191800178?pgno=1), 2006.

Three pheromone per eption strategies have been devised

[3℄ Mar o Dorigo, Mauro Birattari, and Thomas Stutzle.

We proposed a probabilisti

movement model for

and are investigated. Experiments that evaluate and
pare ea h strategy yield the following

•

optimization problems. In

ontrol-

Ant

om-

Universite Libre de Bruxelles, BELGIUM, 2006.
Strategy A exhibits the best performan e in all

ate-

[4℄ Mar o Dorigo, Gianni Di Caro, and Lu a M.

gories measured.

•

olony optimization : Arti ial ants as a

omputational intelligen e te hnique. Te hni al report,

on lusions:

Gambardella. Ant algorithms for dis rete

Performan e in the presen e of obsta les

optimization. In

learly reveals

5, MIT, pages

weaknesses in strategies B and C.

pro eedings of Arti ial Life Volume

137172, 1999.

[5℄ Dun an E. Ja kson, Mike Hol ombe, and Fran is L.W.
The

•

ontributions of this work are:

Ratnieks. Trail geometry gives polarity to ants
foraging networks. In

We present a novel agent ontrol model using two pheromone types with agents that neither have global information nor look ahead

•

qualitative equations about ma ro behaviours of

olony. In Pro eedings of the German
Conferen e on Bioinformati s, GCB'96 (Leipzig),
foraging in ant

We devise and evaluate three plausible strategies for

pages 142147, 1996.

tion ve tor, and assess the merits of ea h.

•

[7℄ Daniel Merkle, Martin Middendorf, and Alexander

We evaluate ways in whi h diusion and evaporation
ee ts

S heidler. Modeling ant brood tending patterns with

an inuen e the emergen e of a path.

We devise new ways to measure and

ellular automata. In Pro eedings of the Workshop on
Modelling of Complex Systems by Cellular Automata,

ompare the per-

volume 2.2, pages 412419, 2005.

forman e of agent based path formation strategies.

[8℄ Daniel Merkle, Martin Middendorf, and Alexander

Further resear h in formalizing the nature of the emergent

S heidler. Modeling ant brood tending patterns with

behaviour as a fun tion of agent density, pheromone dissipation parameters, degree of randomness and terrain

ellular automata.

om-

des riptive phenomenon aimed at providing

[9℄ Yoshiyuki Nakami hi and Takaya Arita. An

auses of emer-

evolutionary simulation of the origin of pheromone

gent behaviour.

ommuni ation. In Pro eedings of MPS Symposium
2004 on Complex System S ien e and its Appli ation,
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